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Re: MUSIC HAVEN, HB 06439
Dear Committee Members:
A year ago, more than 30 people (listed here:
https://www.cga.ct.gov/asp/menu/CommDocTmy.asp?comm_code=app&date
=02/11/2020) submitted testimony in support of Music Haven’s inclusion in the
DECD budget. That list doesn’t include the countless phone calls and emails sent
by our students, families, and supporters, so many calls of support, in fact, “that
(Rep.) DiMassa joked that Music Haven had shut down the Capitol’s
switchboard.” (https://www.newhavenarts.org/arts-paper/articles/arts-armyrallies-to-keep-music-haven-in-state-budget). At the conclusion of that public
hearing, we were told—in reference to our line in the budget that the
committee would “make sure it’s put back.”
Last week, we discovered that never happened.
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In normal times, we could have a whole bus full of young musicians and their families pack
the hearing room. But right now, beyond the limitations of COVID restrictions we are all
experiencing, our Music Haven families are dealing disproportionately with all of the
problems caused by the pandemic--job loss, illness, and the loss of family members to this
pandemic. Ninety percent of our students are Black and/or Latinx, and the vast majority
are from low-income families. Forty percent speak a language other than English at home.
Many are new immigrants and recent refugee arrivals to New Haven. Yet some of them
still--on 2 day’s notice--submitted testimony and signed up to testify at this public hearing.
This is despite the inaccessibility of this process--for example, requiring attachments as
pdfs or word docs rather than just email submissions, the difficulty of navigating the signup process, all of which speak to the inequity of this whole system of allocating arts
funding. Nonetheless, Music Haven managed to mobilize our allies and "get on the list"
two years ago. And here we are, fighting for our funding again for the 3rd year in a row.
Through this pandemic year, this year we have been removed from the budget, we have
continued to keep our 100% free program going stronger than ever:
•
•
•
•

pivoting to online programming (which first required getting laptops and wifi
access to many of our students)
providing support for basic needs like food support and connections to mental
health services,
checking in on a weekly basis with all of our students, on top of our usual oneon-one lessons, group classes, and community building activities.
added improvisation and music technology and culturally-responsive music
history classes and a college pathways program

We’ve deepened rather than cut back our programming.
Our students have continued to show up through their computer screens, day after day, and
they've continued to practice and figure out ways to play music together despite every
imaginable obstacle.
In the midst of all of this, finding out we’ve been cut out of the state budget--again--is a
devastating blow. Especially since we were told we were going to be included. I don’t know what
happened, but I’m hoping this was simply a mistake or a process that fell through the cracks
because of COVID, and that it’s something that can be fixed.
We are a small team trying to do a lot with very little. Many of our students and their families
are doing even more with even less. To quote one parent, “Words can not describe what Music
Haven has meant for us during this time.” Despite being cut out of the budget, we’ve not only
continued our work, but done so much more. Our families deserve an investment from the State of
Connecticut in this program that they love and on which they rely.
I urge you to refer to the many testimonies that were submitted this time last year. I know many
more have been submitted this time around as well. I don’t believe we need to make this case
again--this committee found everyone’s testimony compelling enough last time around to assure us
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we would be included in the budget this year--which for other organizations on this budget line
has traditionally led to inclusion in future years. I'm unclear why this would be any different for
us.
Since we were assured we would be put back in the budget a year ago, we have continued to do
the same important work, and then some, documented well in this story:
https://www.newhavenarts.org/arts-paper/articles/music-haven-pulls-back-the-curtain
I urge this committee, and the Governor’s budget team, to figure out how to follow through on the
promise that was made to us and to our 80 young musicians, and to restore Music Haven’s
$100,000 budget allocation in the DECD budget for this year and subsequent budget years, until
such time as the state changes the way it allocates arts funding and shifts towards a more
transparent, equitable, and accessible model.
For example, the only arts grant available through the Office of the Arts that is specifically aimed
at addressing access and inclusivity in the arts has a maximum award of $3000. Meanwhile,
many large arts organizations throughout the state that predominantly serve white and wealthy
constituencies receive six-figure allocations through this process, and have for decades. Currently
70% of arts dollars in CT are funded through this line-item process, which--as our experience
demonstrates--is inaccessible and inequitable, and favors large institutions with political power,
influential constituencies, and lobbying / advocacy resources. The result is approximately 70% of
arts funding in CT (especially if you remove Music Haven’s line item) goes to large arts institutions
that do not serve low-income communities and communities of color, and do not expand access to
the arts or--as their core mission--promote racial equity in the arts.
To be clear, we are not asking to be added as a new line item. We were already added as a
new line in the budget in 2019/2020. We were assured following last year’s public hearing that
our funding would continue in the budget this year, and it was not. We ask that you restore our
funding in this budget line, and also consider what the future of the arts could look like in our state
if the funding was allocated in a more equitable and inclusive way.
Thank you.
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